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How I got here

- BA in Linguistics & English literature (William and Mary)
- PhD in Linguistics (University of Washington)

- Phonetics & ASR
- Computational Sociolinguistics
- Ethics/FAT in NLP

- Data scientist/Developer advocate at Google (Kaggle)
- Developer advocate at Rasa

- Open source Conversational AI framework



General jobs search stuff
● "Data science" is a fast moving and kind of loosely designated field: expectations 

and roles are evolving FAST (my survey results here are from 2017)
○ Don't straight up ignore job requirements... but if you have at least a couple of them covered, apply

● Your ability to sell yourself is really important when you're on the job market: 
practice saying why you're great and what specific skills, knowledge and 
experience you have

● We're in a pretty unstable time in general right now, try not to get too attached to a 
single idea of how things can be for you

● Be kind to yourself. Take breaks. Spend time specifically disconnecting. Get some 
physical activity in.

● You got this.



What you can do for someone who hires you.

What are you showing off in 
a data science portfolio?



What you can do for someone who hires you.

1) Research data science jobs & identify the type of role 
you’d be well-suited for. 

2) Show off skills relevant to that job.

What are you showing off in 
a data science portfolio?

 



Business stuff

Professional data scientists tend to 
work in a few main industries 
(obviously dependent on location). Top 
three: 

● Technology
● Academia
● Finance 



Business stuff: 
Startup vs. established company

Startup: 

● You wear a lot of different hats
● “Agile”, quickly-changing 

environment
● Job insecurity
● More generalist
● May not have access to senior 

mentors

Larger company: 

● You do one job as part of a team 
● More structure/process
● Job security
● More specialist
● Will probably have access to 

senior mentors in your role



Business stuff: 
Related job titles/career paths

● Machine Learning Engineer: You’ll be building & deploying ML systems, probably 
using some flavor of deep learning.

● Data engineer: You’ll be building and maintaining databases & pipelines. (Think: 
industrial strength data cleaning.) 

● UX Researcher: You’ll be running behavioural experiments and analyzing the 
results.

● Developer relation roles: You’ll be talking to people about products (internally & 
externally).

● Technical program/project manager: You’ll be helping things get done 
(planning/organizing). These roles usually require certifications.



Domain knowledge

Show that you can do the sorts of things 
you want to be hired to do.



Domain knowledge
Types of data: 

● Tabular/relational
● Text
● Image/video
● Time series
● Geospatial
● Domain specific that uses techniques from 

multiple other  (e.g. genetic data)



Domain knowledge
Types of data: 

● Tabular/relational
● Text
● Image/video
● Time series
● Geospatial
● Domain specific that uses techniques from 

multiple other  (e.g. genetic data)

Option 1: Show deep expertise in a specific type of 
data (generally not tabular/relational: all data 
scientists should know how to work with tables).

Option 2: Show that you can do work in a range of 
domains.



Domain knowledge
Types of data: 

● Tabular/relational
● Text
● Image/video
● Time series
● Geospatial
● Domain specific that uses techniques from 

multiple other  (e.g. genetic data)

Quick exercise:

● Think about four projects you’ve already 
completed or could complete quickly

● What type of data is each on? Do these projects 
together show depth or range?



Domain knowledge



Domain knowledge
Some skills I’d recommend you highlight:

● Programming language of choice (Python, R, Julia)
● Ability to interact with databases (SQL)
● Visualization
● “Storytelling” (Can someone with no background in whatever area your 

project is in read it and gain some new understanding?)
● Deploying small sample projects (e.g. a RESTful API for a ML model you 

trained or a nice Shiny dashboard)



Currently relevant 
tools (subject to 
change!) 



What methods to focus on?

Methods used by 
professional data 
scientists (ranked 
by popularity) 



Domain knowledge
If you’re showing code (not just a dashboard or something) make sure it looks 
professional!

● Clean, readable code (remove all your “checking stuff out” bits, like printing out 
any parts of a dataframe)

● Use version control
● Pick a style guide and use it consistently! (A linter can help here)
● Break your project into multiple files. Example:

1. Utility functions/package
2. Data cleaning
3. Modelling
4. Model evaluation & visualizations



Portfolios are also about what you don’t 
include
● Quality over quantity! Don’t 

throw in every student project
● Avoid sharing data cleaning 

(just link to the file with the 
code)

● Avoid EDA, portfolio pieces 
should have a clear story

● Check for grammar 
errors/clarity



Sample
Portfolios



Sample Portfolio

● Nathanael is a freelance data 
science consultant 

● Portfolios don’t have to look fancy!
● Really nice mix of projects: GIS, 

novel applications of NLP 
techniques (!), mapping and 
working with databases



Sample Portfolio
● Julia is a data scientist at 

StackOverflow
● Mix of projects for work & fun 

(Note: Don’t feel pressured to do 
the thing you do professionally for 
fun!)

● Shows that she’s got deep 
expertise in NLP & text processing



Sample Portfolio
● Amber is a Journalist Engineer @ 

The Pudding 
● She does visualization work, so 

having a beautiful portfolio is 
important to her brand

● A really nice mix of projects that I 
want to read more about

● Shows off ability to write 
compelling titles/blurbs for 
content (important for a 
journalist!)



Sample Portfolio
● Portfolio of Ayodele Odubela, 

currently, Director of Machine 
Learning at Astral_AR

● Portfolio is from when she was a 
student

● Good mix of projects with a nice, 
readable summary of each:

○ Image data (CNN)
○ Tabular data (Decision trees & random 

forests)
○ Text data (variety of NLP techniques)

https://www.astralar.com/


● Include projects you’re genuinely excited about

● Unique projects are better: folks are more likely to remember 
them & it shows you can work independently

● Write for humans, not machines (no code-only notebooks!)

● Make sure you know what’s going on in your code and can 
explain it (you’ll definitely be asked during interviews!)

● If you update your portfolio/blog semi-regularly, you won’t 
have to scramble at the last minute

● Get you a website! GitHub pages are free & you can write your 
site in R (I recommend Blogdown)

General tips: 



One last tip: don’t look (only) @ job boards for jobs!



Build a Career in 
Data Science 
Emily Robinson and Jacqueline Nolis



Thanks!
Questions?


